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Abstract
We present a simple method for determining Scott modules of ¯nite groups
using just the Brauer tree of the principal block and the values of ordinary
characters at non-identity p-elements. Previously, determining Scott modules
often involved long calculations. The method is applicable to the case where
¯nite groups have cyclic Sylow p-subgroups. The structure of a Scott module
is closely related to the length of the shortest path from the vertex labeled by
the trivial ordinary character to the exceptional vertex in the Brauer tree. We
classify the structures of the Scott modules and the ordinary characters they
a®ord, by the length of the associated path in the Brauer tree.
We also present relative projective covers of simple modules corresponding
to edges which emanate from end points of the Brauer tree. They are described
as ­-orbits of the Scott modules.
1
1 Introduction
Block theory is an important and interesting part of the representation theory
of ¯nite groups. Research by E.C. Dade [4] on blocks with cyclic defect groups
is one of the highlights of block theory.
The purpose of this paper is to study (Alperin) Scott modules over the group
algebra kG of a ¯nite group G with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup D, where k is an
algebraically closed ¯eld of characteristic p > 0. A Scott module is an indecom-
posable kG-module that has a trivial source k and has the trivial kG-module kG
in both the head and the socle. Scott modules play an important role in block
theory, but determining their structures is generally di±cult. However, we shall
describe a method of determining the structures of Scott modules by looking
at the Brauer tree of the principal block of kG and the values of exceptional
characters at non-identity p-elements in G.
One of the motivations for our work is an attempt to understand trivial
source modules in blocks with cyclic defect groups. In Koshitani-Kunugi [11], a
method to obtain trivial source modules whose vertices are equal to the cyclic
defect group is presented. Therefore, the next problem is to develop a method
for producing trivial source modules whose vertices are smaller than the defect
group. We provide a partial answer to the question in this paper. In Theo-
rem 4.1, we present the structures of the Scott modules of G for the case where
G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup D whose order is greater than p. In particular,
we study Scott modules with non-trivial vertices that are strictly smaller than
Sylow p-subgroups of G. In addition, we study the ordinary characters a®orded
by Scott modules.
Our work is also related to the work of Hiss-Naehrig [9]. In [9], the indecom-
posable liftable kG-modules in a block with a cyclic defect group are classi¯ed,
and the characters of their lifts are described. They study liftable modules in
general and then the structure of the modules and characters is not described in
full detail. By concentrating on the special case of Scott modules, we are able
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to provide this detail.
In the past, it was usually necessary for ¯nding the Scott modules to use
direct calculation (when the ¯nite group has very large order, for example), and
often a computer with a package such as GAP was needed. Now, we can easily
obtain them from Theorem 4.1.
In the last section, we provide relative projective covers of simple modules
corresponding to edges which emanate from end points of the Brauer tree of
the principal block. They are described as ­-orbits of the Scott modules. This
result emphasizes the importance of the Scott modules.
Strategy 1.1. We mainly study the ordinary characters a®orded by Scott mod-
ules to obtain their structures. We obtain the paths that give rise to Scott
modules by using Janusz's result [10]. Thus, we can see how non-exceptional
characters appear as summands of the ordinary character a®orded by a Scott
module. To determine which exceptional character appears as a summand of it,
we calculate the values of the ordinary character at p-elements. At this point,
the length of the shortest route from the vertex labeled by the trivial ordinary
character to the exceptional vertex contains important information. The key
lemmas are Lemma 6.2 and 6.3. Their proofs are elementary but necessary to
obtain our main result. The proof given here is based on a celebrated work on
blocks with cyclic defect groups by E.C. Dade [4]. Henceforth, we often refer to
Dornho® [5], but the statements in it are given by Dade [4].
In order to prove Theorem 8.7, we shall show that a simple module corre-
sponding to an edge which emanates from an end point of the Brauer tree of the
principal block is described as ­-orbits of the trivial module. Moreover, we use
the commutative property between PH and ­, except for projective modules.
Contents 1.2. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we shall present
the de¯nition and properties of Scott modules and describe several lemmas
about trivial source modules, which play important roles when we consider
them. In Section 3, we shall give several fundamental propositions about the
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values of exceptional characters, which are elementary but indispensable for
proving our main result. In Section 4, we shall provide our main theorem,
Theorem 4.1. In Section 5, we refer to the construction of the indecomposable
module lying in a block of kG by Janusz [10]. It is essential to determine the
broad outlines of Scott modules. In Section 6, we shall give a complete proof of
our main result. In Section 7, we shall give some examples. Finally, in Section 8,
we shall present the de¯nition and fundamental properties of relative projective
covers. Moreover, we show that relative projective covers of simple modules
corresponding to edges which emanate from end points of the Breuaer tree of
the principal block are described as ­-orbits of the Scott modules.
Notation 1.3. Throughout this paper, we use the following notation and ter-
minology. We ¯x a ¯nite group G, and we assume that p is a prime number.
Let (K, O, k) be a splitting p-modular system for all subgroups of G; that is,
O is a complete discrete valuation ring with a unique maximal ideal rad(O),
K is its quotient ¯eld of characteristic zero, and k is its residue ¯eld O=rad(O)
of prime characteristic p. We assume that K and k are both large enough to
be splitting ¯elds for all the subgroups of G (see [15, Chapter 3, Section 6]).
Here, we consider modules to be ¯nitely generated right modules. We denote
the trivial kG-module by kG. Moreover, we denote the kG-module induced by a
kH-module V by V "G, where H is a subgroup of G, and U#H is the restriction
to H of a kG-module U . U¤ is the dual module Homk(U; k) of a kG-module U .
Let V be a module with respect to a subgroup of G. Then we denote the radical
and the socle of V by rad(V ) and soc(V ), and P (V ) is the projective cover of
V . For ordinary characters Âj and Âl of G, (Âj ; Âl)G is the inner product over
G.
2 Scott modules and lemmas
First, we introduce Scott modules.
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Theorem 2.1 (Scott, Alperin, see [15, Chap.4, Theorem 8.4]). Suppose that H
is a subgroup of G and that Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of H.
(1) There exists an indecomposable summand S of kH"G that satis¯es the
following three conditions:
(a) kG is an indecomposable direct summand of soc(S).
(b) kG is an indecomposable direct summand of S=rad(S).
(c) S has Q as its vertex, and if f denotes the Green correspondence
with respect to (G;Q;NG(Q)), then fS can be considered to be a
k[NG(Q)=Q]-module, and it is the projective cover of the trivial k[NG(Q)=Q]-
module.
(2) In the decomposition of kH"G, the indecomposable module S in (1) is
determined uniquely for any one of the above three conditions (a)-(c).
We denote the module S of Theorem 2.1 by Scott(G;H), which is the Scott
module of G with respect to H. Note that a Scott module is a trivial source
module, and it lies in the principal block by Theorem 2.1. Moreover, a Scott
module is self-dual. From the above condition (c) and the uniqueness of a Scott
module, we have the following immediately.
Corollary 2.2 (see [15, Chap.4, Corollary 8.5]). Suppose that H and H 0 are
subgroups of G and that Q and Q0 are Sylow p-subgroups of H and H 0, respec-
tively. Then it follows that the following are equivalent:
(1) Scott(G;H) is isomorphic to Scott(G;H 0).
(2) Q is conjugate with Q0 in G.
In particular, Scott(G;H) is isomorphic to Scott(G;Q).
Consequently, we need only consider Scott(G;Q) for p-subgroups Q of G to
obtain all the Scott modules of G.
We now de¯ne liftable modules and enumerate two useful lemmas for con-
sidering trivial source modules.
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De¯nition 2.3. A kG-module M is called liftable if there exists an OG-lattice
M^ such that M »= k ­O M^ . We call M^ a lift of M .
We use the above notation, M^ , for a lift of M throughout this paper. If a
kG-module M is liftable, then we can consider the ordinary character a®orded
by M , that is, the character of K ­O M^ .
Lemma 2.4 (Scott, see [2, Corollary 3.14] and [14, II, Theorem 12.4 and I,
Proposition 14.8]).
(1) If M is a trivial source kG-module, then M is liftable uniquely to a trivial
source OG-lattice M^ .
(2) If M and N are both trivial source kG-modules, then we have
dimk[HomkG(M;N)] = (ÂM^ ; ÂN^ )G;
where ÂM^ and ÂN^ are the ordinary characters of G a®orded by M and N ,
respectively.
Lemma 2.5 (Green-Landrock-Scott, see [14, II, Lemma 12.6]). Let M be a
trivial source kG-module, and let ÂM^ be the ordinary character of G a®orded by
M .
(1) Let Q be a p-subgroup of G. Then
dimk[soc(M#Q)] = (ÂM^ ; 1Q)Q;
where 1Q is the trivial character of Q.
(2) Let x be a p-element in G. Then ÂM^ (x) equals the number of indecompos-
able direct summands of the khxi-module M#hxi that are isomorphic to the
trivial khxi-module khxi. In particular, ÂM^ (x) is a non-negative integer.
(3) Let x be a p-element in G. Then ÂM^ (x) 6= 0 if and only if x belongs to
some vertex of M .
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3 Properties of exceptional characters
We list several properties of exceptional characters that lie in the principal block
of OG for the case where G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup. They play a crucial
role when we investigate the ordinary characters a®orded by Scott modules. In
this section, we will calculate the values of exceptional characters at p-elements
in G.
Notation 3.1. Henceforth, suppose that D is a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of G
and that its order is pn (n > 1). For any i with 0 · i · n, Di is a unique
subgroup of D whose order is pi, where Dn = D. We set C = CG(D), N =
NG(D), C1 = CG(D1) and N1 = NG(D1). Let u be a generator of D, let
E(pi) = exp( 2¼
p¡1
pi ) (a primitive p
i-th root of unity) and let ¸j be the linear
character of D mapping u to E(pn)j . Let A be the principal block of kG and
let e be the inertial index of A. Let B1 be the principal block of kN1. Since A
is the principal block with a cyclic defect group, e is equal to the index of N
with respect to C and p¡1e is a natural number. Here, we set
m =
jDj ¡ 1
e
=
pn ¡ 1
e
; mn¡i =
pn¡i ¡ 1
e
;
and we denote the Brauer tree of A by T (A). A has e non-exceptional characters
Â1; Â2; : : : ; Âe and m exceptional characters Â01; Â
0
2; : : : ; Â
0
m. Here, Â1 is used for
the trivial ordinary character. Let Âexc =
Pm
j=1 Â
0
j . Then Â1; : : : ; Âe; Âexc corre-
spond to the vertices of T (A), where Âexc corresponds to the unique exceptional
vertex. Moreover, we denote a projective indecomposable module by PIM.
We next classify the shape of T (A) as follows:
Case (a) The shape of T (A) is as below; that is, the length of the shortest route
from the vertex labeled by the trivial ordinary character Â1 (which is at
an end of the tree) to the exceptional vertex Âexc is an odd integer (¶ ¸ 0).
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c c c c1 2 3 c 2¶+ 1 s
Â1 Âexc
Case (b) The shape of T (A) is as below; that is, the length of the shortest route from
the vertex labeled by the trivial ordinary character Â1 to the exceptional
vertex Âexc is an even integer (¶ ¸ 1).
c c c c1 2 3 c 2¶ s
Â1 Âexc
Henceforth, we use · to denote 2¶ or 2¶+ 1. · depends on only G and p.
Notice that each simple A-module corresponds to the edge of T (A). Let S be
a simple A-module. Then the ordinary character a®orded by P (S) (that is, the
character of K ­O [P (S)) is a sum of two ordinary characters corresponding to
both ends of the edge labeled by S (see Dade [4, Section 7] and Green [8, Section
1]). We identify a simple kG-module with the label of the edge corresponding
to it, except where otherwise stated.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that each vertex of T (A) is labeled by ordinary char-
acters that belong to A as follows:
c c c c1 2 3 c c·¡ 1 · s
Â1 Â2 Â3 Â·¡1 Â· Âexc
Then for any v that belongs to D ¡ f1g, we have
Âj(v) =
8>><>>:
1 if j is an odd integer
¡1 if j is an even integer
(j = 1; 2; : : : ; ·)
Âexc(v) =
8>><>>:
¡1 if · is an odd integer
1 if · is an even integer:
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Proof. For any j with 2 · j · ·, the sequence
Â1; Â2; : : : ; Âj¡1; Âj
satis¯es the following condition (¤):
(¤) Âr¡1 + Âr is a®orded by a PIM that is the projective cover of a simple
module corresponding to the edge r ¡ 1 (r = 2; 3; : : : ; j).
Since the vertex of a PIM is trivial, we have
(Âr¡1 + Âr)(v) = 0
for any v belonging to D ¡ f1g by Lemma 2.5 (3). Moreover, since the value
of Â1 at every element of G is 1, we obtain the ¯rst assertion inductively. We
similarly obtain the second assertion since Â· + Âexc is the ordinary character
a®orded by P (·).
Let ¼ : N ! N=C, g 7! ¹g, be the canonical epimorphism. Since N=C is
isomorphic to Ce, there exists an h that belongs to N ¡ C such that the order
of ¹h is e and N = fhlc ; c 2 C; l = 0; 1; : : : ; e ¡ 1g. For such an h 2 N ¡ C,
there exists b 2 (Z=pnZ)£ that satis¯es the following condition (¤¤):
(¤¤) h¡1uh = ub; be ´ 1 (mod pn); and b and p are coprime
(Recall that u is a generator of D).
Next, we set new maps.
De¯nition 3.3. We de¯ne a map Â¸j : D¡f1g ! K for any j with 1 · j · pn
as follows:
Â¸j (u) =
8>>>><>>>>:
e¡1X
l=0
¸jbl(u) if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (a)
¡
e¡1X
l=0
¸jbl(u) if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (b).
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That is, Â¸j is a sum of irreducible characters of D on D ¡ f1g.
The set of representatives of equivalence classes of non-principal linear D-
characters under the action of N has the order m (see Dornho® [5, Theorem
68.1 (2)]). We denote a set of their representatives by f¸tjgj=1;2;:::;m.
Lemma 3.4. If v belongs to D and is non-trivial, then we have
mX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
¸tjbl(v) = ¡1:
In particular,
mX
j=1
Â¸tj (v) =
8>><>>:
¡1 if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (a)
1 if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (b):
Proof. Since
mX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
¸tj
hl is a sum of pn¡1 non-principal irreducible characters
of D, it follows that
mX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
¸tj
hl(v) = ¡1:
Moreover, since ¸tj
hl = ¸tjbl , we obtain the assertion.
Proposition 3.5. Let Â0j be an exceptional character that lies in A. Then there
exists tj such that Â0j jD¡f1g = Â¸tj , where j = 1; 2; : : : ;m.
Proof. See Dornho® [5, Lemma 63.1 and Theorem 68.1 (8)(9)].
Hence, we extend Â¸tj to G, and we use Â¸tj instead of Â
0
j (j = 1; 2; : : : ;m).
Proposition 3.6 (see [6, VII, Theorem 2.12, 2.16]). Let Â¸tj and Â¸tl be
exceptional characters of A. Then Â¸tj (y) = Â¸tl (y) for any p
0-element y of G,
where 1 · j; l · m.
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In particular, all exceptional characters of A have the same degree:
Â¸tj (1) ´
8>><>>:
e if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (a) (mod pn)
¡e if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (b) (mod pn);
where j = 1; 2; : : : ;m.
Proposition 3.7. There exists a set f¿jg1·j·mn¡i that is a subset of (Z=pn¡iZ)£
such that
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj =
mn¡iX
j=1
Â¸¿jpi
:
Proof. We set Orb(¸tj ) = f¸tj g 2 Irr(D) ¡ f1Dg ; g 2 Ng. Notice that
j Orb(¸tj ) j= e. Since f¸tjgj=1;2;:::;m is a set of representatives of equivalence
classes of Irr(D)¡f1Dg under the action of N , we can decompose Irr(D)¡f1Dg
into disjoint unions as follows: Irr(D)¡f1Dg =
³`
pi j tj Orb(¸tj )
´`³`
pi - tj Orb(¸tj )
´
.
The order of the set
`
pi j tj Orb(¸tj ) = f¸¾pi ; ¾ 2 (Z=pn¡iZ)£g is pn¡i¡ 1.
We denote the order of the set ftj ; pi j tj ; 1 · j · mg by º. Then we have
ºe = pn¡i ¡ 1. Hence, we obtain º = mn¡i. Therefore, it is enough that we
choose a ¿j 2 (Z=pn¡iZ)£ that satis¯es tj = ¿jpi for each tj that divides pi.
Corollary 3.8. If v belongs to D ¡Di, then we have
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj (v) =
8>><>>:
¡1 if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (a)
1 if the shape of T (A) is as in Case (b):
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 3.7, De¯nition 3.3 and
mn¡iX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
¸¿jpibl
being a sum of pn¡i ¡ 1 non-principal irreducible characters of Dn¡i.
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4 Main theorem
Next, we describe the main theorem in this note. We can obtain all the Scott
modules for any ¯nite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup by the following
theorem. Notation 3.1 will be used throughout this section.
Theorem 4.1. (1) The possible shape of T (A) is symmetric with respect to
the straight line from the vertex labeled by the trivial ordinary character
to the exceptional vertex as follows:
c c c c s c
c
c
¡
¡¡
@
@@
@
@@
¡
¡¡
c c
c c
1
Â1 Âexc
®¤1 ®
¤
t
®1 ®t
¯¤
¯
°
¢¢ ¢
¢¢ ¢
¢ ¢¢
¢ ¢¢
¢¢ ¢
¢¢
¢
where all pairs of edges that are symmetric with respect to the line are dual
to each other when the Brauer tree is embedded suitably in a plane. We
denote the dual module of ®l by ®¤l , where l = 1; 2; : : : ; t, and we also use
the notation in (2).
(2) We set Mi = Scott(G;Di) for any i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ¡ 1 and let ÂM^i be the
ordinary character of G a®orded by Mi.
(a) In the case where the shape of T (A) is the following; the length of the
path that is the shortest route from the vertex labeled by the trivial
ordinary character to the exceptional vertex is an odd integer:
c c ¶¶SS
S
S
¶
¶
cc
c c
®¤s;1 ®
¤
s;t
®s;1 ®s;t
s
Âs
¢ ¢¢
¢ ¢¢
c c¶¶SS
S
S
¶
¶
cc
c c
¢ ¢¢
¢ ¢¢
®¤s+1;1 ®
¤
s+1;r
®s+1;1 ®s+1;r
s +1
Âs+1
c sAA
A
A
A
A
¢
¢
¢
c
cc
¢¢
¢¢
¢¢1 2 2¶+ 1
Â1
Â2 Â2¶+1
Âexc
¯1 ¯2
¯a
where ¶ ¸ 0, 2 · s · 2¶. We label the edges that extend from the
exceptional vertex using counter-clockwise ordering.
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In this case, Mi has the following structure of composition factors,
where the ¯gure below is drawn assuming that s is an odd integer:
Mi »=
1
2 s¡1
®¤s;1
®¤s;t
s
®s+1;1
®s+1;r
s +1
2¶+ 1
¯1
¯2
¯a
2¶+ 1
¯a
2¶+ 1
s +1
®¤s+1;r
®¤s+1;1
s
®s;t
®s;1
s¡1
2
1
The multiplicity of the simple module 2¶+1 in the composition factors
of Mi is mn¡i+1, and the multiplicities of the other simple modules
¯j corresponding to the edges that extend from the exceptional vertex
are mn¡i, where j = 1; 2; : : : ; a.
In the case where s is an even integer, we similarly obtain the ¯gure
of the composition factors of Mi.
Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by Mi is as follows:
ÂM^i = Â1 + Â2 + Â3 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1 +
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj :
(b) In the case where the shape of T (A) is the following; the length of the
path that is the shortest route from the vertex labeled by the trivial
ordinary character to the exceptional vertex is an even integer:
c c ¶¶SS
S
S
¶
¶
cc
c c
®¤s;1 ®
¤
s;t
®s;1 ®s;t
s
Âs
¢ ¢¢
¢ ¢¢
c c¶¶SS
S
S
¶
¶
cc
c c
¢ ¢¢
¢ ¢¢
®¤s+1;1 ®
¤
s+1;r
®s+1;1 ®s+1;r
s +1
Âs+1
c sAA
A
A
A
A
¢
¢
¢
c
cc
¢¢
¢¢
¢¢1 2 2¶
Â1
Â2 Â2¶
Âexc
¯1 ¯2
¯a
where ¶ ¸ 1, 2 · s · 2¶¡ 1. We label the edges that extend from the
exceptional vertex using counter-clockwise ordering.
In this case, Mi has the following structure of composition factors,
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where the ¯gure below is drawn assuming that s is an odd integer:
Mi »=
1
2 s¡1
®¤s;1
®¤s;t
s
®s+1;1
®s+1;r
s +1
2¶
¯a
2¶
¯a
¯2
¯1
2¶ s +1
®¤s+1;r
®¤s+1;1
s
®s;t
®s;1
s¡1
2
1
The multiplicity of the simple module 2¶ in the composition factors of
Mi is m¡mn¡i+1, and the multiplicities of the other simple modules
¯j corresponding to the edges that extend from the exceptional vertex
are m¡mn¡i, where j = 1; 2; : : : ; a.
In the case where s is an even integer, we similarly obtain the ¯gure
of the composition factors of Mi.
Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by Mi is as follows:
ÂM^i = Â1 + Â2 + Â3 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶ +
X
pi - tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj :
Remark 4.2. If p = 2, then G is a 2-nilpotent group. Thus, the principal block
of kG is isomorphic to kD. So, we already know that the Scott module of G
with a vertex of order pi is a uniserial module with length pn¡i.
Remark 4.3. Assuming that we have the following Brauer tree, let us apply
Theorem 4.1. Note that it may not be realized as the Brauer tree of the principal
block for any ¯nite group.
d d d t d
d d d
d d d
1 2 3
®¤1
®1
®¤2
®2 ¯1
¯2
¯3
Â1
Since the length of the path from the vertex labeled by the trivial ordinary
character to the exceptional vertex is 3, the shape of the above Brauer tree is
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given by Case (a) in Theorem 4.1 (2). Thus, the Scott module Mi with a vertex
Di is as follows:
Mi »=
1
A
A
®1
2
¢
¢
®¤2
3
¯1
¯2
¯3
3
¢
¢
¢
¢
®2
2
A
A
®¤1
1 ,
where the multiplicity of the simple module 3 in the composition factors ofMi is
mn¡i+1 and the multiplicities of the other simple modules ¯1; ¯2; ¯3 are mn¡i.
5 Background
Throughout this section, let A be simply a block of kG. Let us brie°y refer to
the construction of the indecomposable A-module by Janusz [10, Section 5] and
Kupisch [13]. (see also Feit [6, VII, Section 12]).
Let M be an arbitrary non-simple and non-projective indecomposable mod-
ule of A. The following two types of path may be associated with M .
c c c c c c
E0 E1 E2 El
Q0 Q1 Q2 Ql+1
Type I path
c c c c c
@
@ c c c
¡
¡c cc c c
c s
Q0 Q1
Ql+1 Ql
Qexc
Q
E0 E1
Eh
Eh+2t+1
El¡1El
Eh+1 Eh+2 Eh+t
Eh+t+1Eh+2t¡1Eh+2t
Type II path
In a Type II path, Qexc is the exceptional vertex. The branch point Q cannot
be Qexc, but it may be Q0 (in which case h = ¡1) or Ql+1 (in which case
h+ 2t = l) or both.
Given any chain E0; E1; : : : ; El satisfying Type I or Type II, we next choose
¢ to be either all the even integers or all the odd integers in f0; 1; : : : ; lg. Set
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Max(M) = fEj j j 2 ¢g and Min(M) = fEj j j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lg ¡ ¢g. The
composition factors of M=rad(M) correspond (with multiplicities) to the edges
in Max(M), while the factors of soc(M) correspond to the edges in Min(M).
We see that Type I occurs if and only if Max(M) \Min(M) is empty. In
the case where Max(M) \Min(M) is non-empty, Type II occurs. The branch
point Q is determined by Max(M) \Min(M) = fEh+1; : : : ; Eh+tg and that Q
is non-exceptional.
For each j = 1; 2; : : : ; l, choose a uniserial module Wj of the form
Wj =
8>><>>:
W (Ej ; Ej¡1;nj) if j 2 ¢
W (Ej¡1; Ej ;nj) if j 62 ¢,
where W (Ej ; Ej¡1;nj) is a uniserial module whose radical quotient and socle
are simple modules labeled by Ej and Ej¡1, respectively, and where each of the
simple modules have multiplicity nj in a composition series forW (Ej ; Ej¡1;nj).
If Type I holds and none of the vertices Q1; : : : ; Ql is exceptional, then each
nj must be 1. If Qi = Qexc for some i = 1; 2; : : : ; l, then 1 · ni · m and nj = 1
for j 6= i. If Type II holds, then nj = 1 for j 6= h+ t+ 1 and 2 · nh+t+1 · m.
For each j = 1; : : : ; l, choose an epimorphism 'j of Wj onto Wj=rad(Wj)
and a monomorphism Ãj of soc(Wj) into Wj . Next, we de¯ne certain modules.
X = f(w1; w2; : : : ; wl) 2W1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ ©Wl j 'j(wj) = 'j+1(wj+1)
in the simple module corresponding to Ej for all j 2 ¢ and 0 < j < lg:
Y = f
X
j2¢; j>0
Ãj¡1(f)© Ãj(f) j f in the simple module corresponding to Ej¡1g
µW1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ ©Wl:
W = X=Y:
Then M is isomorphic to a module W constructed as above.
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6 Proof of the main theorem
Notation 3.1 will be used throughout this section.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1. The next lemma determines the
broad outlines of Scott modules.
Lemma 6.1. We set Mi = Scott(G;Di) for any i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ¡ 1. Then the
path associated with Mi is as follows:
e e e e u1 2 ·
Â1 Â2 Â3 Â· Âexc
The ordinary character a®orded by Mi equals Â1+Â2+ ¢ ¢ ¢+Â·+¹, where ¹
is a sum of c distinct exceptional characters. A parameter c with 1 · c · m¡ 1
indicates that the multiplicity of the composition factor · of Mi equals c + 1.
Recall here that m is the multiplicity of the exceptional vertex.
Proof. Since the Scott module has the trivial module as a direct summand of
both its radical quotient and socle, it follows from Janusz's result in Section
5 that the path associated with Mi is as above. Thus, it also follows that
the structure of the Scott module is as in Theorem 4.1 (2), except for the
multiplicities of the simple modules corresponding to the edges that extend
from the exceptional vertex.
Next, we consider the ordinary character a®orded by Mi. Let S be a simple
A-module. Note that dimk[HomkG(P (S);Mi)] equals the multiplicity of S as
a composition factor of Mi (see Landrock [14, Chapter I, Lemma 5.8]). If S is
on the straight line from Â1 to Âexc, then we have dimk[HomkG(P (S);Mi)] =
2. Here, we abuse the notation and also use S as a label for an edge. By
Lemma 2.4 (2), it follows that (Â[P (S); ÂM^i)G = 2. Thus, we inductively obtain
(ÂS; ÂM^i)G = 1 since the ordinary character a®orded by P (S) is ÂS + ÂS+1 and
(Â1; ÂM^i)G = 1, where S + 1 denotes the simple module that corresponds to
the edge next to S. Similarly, we have (Âexc; ÂM^i)G = c, where 1 · c · m¡ 1.
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Moreover, if S is not on the line and does not correspond to the edge that
extends from the exceptional vertex, then we have (ÂS; ÂM^i)G = 0.
Now we only have to prove that the multiplicity of an exceptional character
in ÂM^i is one at most. Since P (Mi) = P1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ © P·, by examining the path
associated withMi, the ordinary character a®orded by the lift of P (Mi) contains
a sum of all of the exceptional characters. By Green [8, (3.6b)], the lift of
Mi is an epimorphic image of the lift of P (Mi). Thus, we have proven the
assertion.
The above lemma is included in Theorem 1.2 of Hiss-Naehrig [9], in which
the paths of Type II that give rise to the indecomposable liftable modules are
determined and the characters of their lifts are described.
Lemma 6.2. Let Y be an indecomposable trivial source B1-module with a vertex
Di. Then it follows that dimk(Y ) = pn¡i.
In particular, for any i with 0 · i · n, we have
Scott(N1; Di) »=
kN1
...
®j+1 ­ kN1
®j ­ kN1
...
kN1 ;
where the above module is a uniserial module whose length is pn¡i. Each com-
position factor is tensored by ®, one by one, in ascending order, where ® is a
1-dimensional k[N1=C1]-module such that ®e »= kN1=C1 . Note that ®j denotes
the j-th tensor of ®.
Proof. Let e1 be a block idempotent of B1. Y is a direct summand of kDi"N1e1
by the assumption, so we consider it. Notice that kD"N1e1 is semisimple by the
structures of simple kN1-modules and the existence of the trivial module in B1.
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Thus, we obtain
kDi "N1 e1 »= (kDi "D) "N1 e1 »=
kD
kD
...
kD
O
kD
kN1e1 »=
kD ­kD kN1e1
kD ­kD kN1e1
...
kD ­kD kN1e1:
(1)
Here, the right-hand side of (1) denotes the successive quotients of the radi-
cal series with length pn¡i. Notice that every indecomposable kN1-module is
uniserial. So, the direct summands of kDi"N1e1 must be uniserial. Thus, the
module of (1) is a sum of uniserial kN1-modules whose lengths are pn¡i since its
radical series has isomorphic successive quotients, and in particular, the number
of composition factors of each successive quotient is equal.
In general, an indecomposable kN1-module Y 0 has the following composition
factors in ascending order.
s = soc(Y 0) ; ®­ s ; : : : ; ®j ­ s ; ®j+1 ­ s ; : : : : : :
(see Feit [6, VII, Theorem 3.9]). Hence, the assertion follows.
The next statement is essential in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be an indecomposable trivial source A-module with a vertex
Di for any i with 0 < i < n.
(i) If v0 belongs to D ¡Di, then ÂX^(v0) = 0.
(ii) If v belongs to Di and is non-trivial, then ÂX^(v) = p
n¡i.
(iii) dimk(X) ´ pn¡i (mod pn).
Proof. (i) Since Dig \ D is a subgroup of Di for every element g in G, if v0
belongs to D¡Di, then v0 does not belong to Dig. Hence, we have ÂX^(v0) = 0
by Lemma 2.5 (3).
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(ii) Let f be the Green correspondence with respect to (G;Di; N1). Then
we have
X #N1= fX ©W1 ©W2 © ¢ ¢ ¢ ©Wr; (2)
where Wj is a Y-projective indecomposable module and
Y = Y(Di; N1) = fQ ; Q · Dig \N1 for some g 2 G¡N1g:
We obtain Y = f1g. Suppose 1 6= Q · Dig \ N1. But D1 is contained in
every Sylow p-subgroup of N1, and these Sylow p-subgroups are cyclic. So, D1
is contained in every p-subgroup of N1, including Q. Thus, we obtain D1 ·
Di
g \N1 and D1; D1g · Dig. Then D1g = D1 since Dig has a unique subgroup
of order p, and so g 2 N1.
Thus, each Wj is a PIM of N1 and fX is a trivial source kN1-module with
a vertex Di. Hence, there exists ordinary characters µj and µdfX a®orded by
Wj and fX, respectively. So, we can use ordinary characters to write (2) as
follows:
ÂX^ #N1= µdfX +
rX
j=1
µj :
Since each µj is the ordinary character a®orded by a PIMWj , we have µj(v) = 0
for any v that belongs to Di¡f1g by Lemma 2.5 (3). By Lemma 2.5 (2), calcu-
lating the value of ÂX^ at v only requires counting the number of indecomposable
direct summands of fX#hvi that are isomorphic to khvi.
Let b1 be a block of kC1, and let S be a unique simple b1-module. Set
I1 = NN1(b1) = fg 2 N1 ; g¡1b1g = b1g:
We now recall the relationship between the modules lying in b1 and the modules
lying in b1I1 , where b1I1 is the block of kI1 that covers b1. There are exactly e
isomorphism classes of kI1-modules whose restriction to C1 is isomorphic to S,
and these are exactly the simple kI1-modules that lie in the block b1I1 . Thus,
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for each simple b1I1 -module T , P (T )#C1 is the projective indecomposable kC1-
module corresponding to S. So, P (T )#C1 is uniserial of composition length pn
with each composition factor isomorphic to S (see Alperin [1, Section 19]).
Now let b1 be the principal block of kC1. Then we have I1 = N1. Let T be
a simple kN1-module such that P (T ) contains fX as a submodule. Then T lies
in B1, and P (T )#C1 is the PIM of C1 stated above. Thus, we have
fX#C1 »=
kC1
kC1
...
kC1 ;
where the above module is uniserial of composition length pn¡i by Lemma 6.2.
Let the following be a decomposition into indecomposable modules:
(fX#C1)#D = U1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ © Us (s · pn¡i):
Then there is a representation ½Uj of D over Uj as follows:
½Uj : D =< u >! GL(Uj) »= GL(rj ; k) : u 7! ½Uj (u) =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 1 0 : : : 0
0 1 1 : : : 0
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
0 : : : : : : : 1 1
0 : : : : : : : 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
;
where rj · pn¡i, j = 1; 2; : : : ; s and
P
1·j·s rj = p
n¡i (see Alperin [1, Sec-
tion 4]).
Suppose that I is the rj £ rj unit matrix. It follows that
½Uj (u)
p° = (I + ½Uj (u)¡ I)p
°
= I +
p°¡1X
l=1
µ
p°
l
¶
(½Uj (u)¡ I)l + (½Uj (u)¡ I)p
°
;
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when ° is a positive integer. Since
¡
p°
l
¢
= 0 in k, we have
½Uj (u)
p° = I + (½Uj (u)¡ I)p
°
:
Hence, ½Uj (u)
p° = I if and only if rj · p° .
Set ~° = minf° j rj · p°g. Then ord(½Uj (u)) = p~° , where ~° · n ¡ i. Thus,
it follows that ½Uj (u
p~° ) = ½Uj (u)
p~° = I for up
~°
belonging to D. Consequently,
Uj #<up~°> is semisimple. Since a simple module of < up
~°
>= Dn¡~° is only
kDn¡~° , where Dn¡~° ¸ Di ¸ hvi, we obtain
Uj#Dn¡~° = kDn¡~° © ¢ ¢ ¢ © kDn¡~° :
The right-hand side of the above equation is a direct sum of rj copies of kDn¡~° .
Hence, we also obtain
Uj#Dn¡~°#hvi = khvi © ¢ ¢ ¢ © khvi;
where the right-hand side of the above equation is a direct sum of rj copies of
khvi. Therefore, we have µdfX(v) = pn¡i.
(iii) By the Green correspondence, there exists an indecomposable trivial
source kN1-module Y with a vertex Di that satis¯es Y "G = X © (proj:). Since
jG=N1j ´ 1 (mod pn), we have
dimk(X) ´ dimk(Y "G) = jG=N1jdimk(Y ) ´ pn¡i (mod pn)
by Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.4 (see [6, V, Corollary 6.3]). Suppose that x is a p-element in G
such that CG(x) has a normal p-complement. If Â is an irreducible character
that lies in the principal block of kG, then Â(xy) = Â(x) for every p0-element y
in CG(x).
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Proposition 6.5 (see [3, Proposition 2A]). Let Q be a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup
of G, and let Qi be the unique subgroup of Q whose order is pi. Then CG(Qi)
has a normal p-complement for 1 · i · n.
By the above two results, for any g that is not a p0-element in G and every
ordinary character Â lying in A, we have
Â(g) = Â(xy) = Â(x);
where x and y are, respectively, the p-element in G and the p0-element in CG(x)
that satisfy g = xy.
Now we prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof. (1) Suppose that T (A) has an edge ® that extends from a vertex on the
straight line from Â1 to Âexc and does not have an edge that is symmetric for
® with respect to the line:
1
Â1
c c c c s·
Âexc
c
¢¢¢¢¢¢
¢¢¢¢¢¢
®
2 s s +1
where 1 · s · · ¡ 1. Then from Janusz's result stated in Section 5, the Scott
module Mi has the following structure:
Mi »=
1
2 s¡1
s
s +1
·
·
s +1
®
s
s¡1 2
1 ,
where the above ¯gure is drawn assuming that s is an odd integer. Since
simple modules on the line are self-dual, the dual module of Mi is
Mi
¤ »=
1
2 s¡1
s
s +1
®¤
·
·
s +1
s
s¡1 2
1.
This result is not consistent with Scott modules being self-dual.
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Since P (S¤) »= P (S)¤ for every simple A-module S, it follows
that every edge that does not directly extend from any vertices on
the line has an edge that is symmetric to it. Moreover, they are
dual to each other.
(2) (a) First, we prove that the ordinary character a®orded by
Mi is
ÂM^i = Â1 + Â2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1 +
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj :
We use an ordinary character Â of G on the right-hand side of the
above equation. From the above consideration, we only have to
con¯rm that ÂM^i coincides with Â at all p-elements and p
0-elements
in G to prove that ÂM^i = Â.
By using Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.8, we have
Â(v) = Â1(v) + Â2(v) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1(v) +
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj (v) = 0
for any v that belongs to D¡Di. Moreover, if v belongs to Di¡f1g,
there is a positive number r in f1; 2; : : : ; pi¡1g such that v = urpn¡i .
Hence, it follows from Propositions 3.2, 3.7 and De¯nition 3.3 that
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Â(v) = Â1(v) + Â2(v) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1(v) +
X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj (v)
= 1 +
mn¡iX
j=1
Â¸¿jpi
(urp
n¡i
)
= 1 +
mn¡iX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
¸¿jpibl(u
rpn¡i)
= 1 +
mn¡iX
j=1
e¡1X
l=0
(E(pn)rp
n¡i¿jpi)b
l
= 1 + emn¡i = pn¡i:
By Lemma 6.3 (i) and (ii), we have ÂM^i(v) = Â(v) for any v that
belongs to D ¡ f1g.
Next, we prove that ÂM^i coincides with Â for all p
0-elements in
G. By Lemma 6.1, we have
ÂM^i = Â1 + Â2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1 +
cX
j=1
Â¸taj ;
where aj 2 f1; 2; : : : ;mg and aj 6= al for distinct j and l.
Here, we consider the value of ÂM^i at the identity element in G.
Since
Âj + Âj+1 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2¶, and Â2¶+1 +
P
1·j·m Â¸tj are ordi-
nary characters a®orded by PIMs, we have
(Âj + Âj+1)(1) ´ (Â2¶+1 +
X
1·j·m
Â¸tj )(1) ´ 0 (mod pn):
By using Proposition 3.6 in the second and third lines of the follow-
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ing equation, we obtain
ÂM^i(1) ´ ¡
mX
j=1
Â¸tj (1) +
cX
j=1
Â¸taj (1) (mod p
n)
= ¡(m¡ c)Â¸tj (1)
´ ¡(m¡ c)e (mod pn):
In addition, since ÂM^i(1) ´ pn¡i (mod pn) by Lemma 6.3 (iii), it
follows that pn¡i ´ ec+ 1 (mod pn). Since e is prime to p, we have
c ´ mn¡i (mod pn). Moreover, since 1 · c · m¡ 1, it follows that
c = mn¡i.
Let y be a p0-element in G. Then we obtain the following equation
by the above results and Propositions 3.6 and 3.7.
ÂM^i(y)¡ Â(y) =
Ã
Â1(y) + Â2(y) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1(y) +
cX
j=1
Â¸taj (y)
!
¡
0@Â1(y) + Â2(y) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ Â2¶+1(y) + X
pi j tj ; 1·j·m
Â¸tj (y)
1A
=
mn¡iX
j=1
Â¸taj (y)¡
mn¡iX
j=1
Â¸¿jpi
(y) = 0:
Thus, ÂM^i coincides with Â at all p
0-elements in G. Therefore, we
have proven the assertion about the ordinary character a®orded by
Mi. Furthermore, it follows by Lemma 6.1 and the above consider-
ation that Mi has the structure given in Theorem 4.1 (2), (a).
In the case where the shape of T (A) is given by Theorem 4.1 (2),
(b), we can prove in a similar way.
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7 Examples
We set Mi = Scott(G;Di), where Di is the unique subgroup of cyclic Sylow p-
subgroup D whose order is pi, m = p
n¡1
e and mj =
pj¡1
e for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n¡ 1.
Example 7.1. We set G = SL2(8) and p = 3. Then we have D »= C9，D1 »=
C3, and N = N1 is isomorphic to the dihedral group whose order is 18. The
decomposition matrix of A is
A 1 7
1 = Â1 1 ¢
71 = Â2 ¢ 1
72 = Â3 ¢ 1
73 = Â4 ¢ 1
74 = Â5 ¢ 1
8 = Â6 1 1
where 1 and 7 in the ¯rst row of the above table are Brauer characters that
are written by their degrees. Note that m = 4, e = 2 and m1 = 1. Let u be
a generator of D, and let E(9) = exp( 2¼
p¡1
9 ). The values of the exceptional
characters at u are as follows:
Â2(u) = ¡fE(3) + E(3)2g = 1 Â3(u) = ¡fE(9)4 + E(9)5g
Â4(u) = ¡fE(9)2 + E(9)7g Â5(u) = ¡fE(9) + E(9)8g:
T (A) is
d d t
Â1 Â6 Âexc
1 7
where Âexc =
P
2·j·5 Âj . The shape of T (A) is given in Theorem 4.1 (2), (b).
We ¯nd that M1 is
M1 »= 1
J
J
7
7
7
7
1.
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Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by M1 is
ÂM^1 = Â1 + Â6 + Â3 + Â4 + Â5:
Example 7.2. We set G = PSp4(7) and p = 5. Then we have D »= C25，
D1 »= C5 and N = N1 »= C25 o C4. The decomposition matrix of A is
A 1 126 223 2178
1 = Â1 1 ¢ ¢ ¢
126 = Â4 ¢ 1 ¢ ¢
224 = Â9 1 ¢ 1 ¢
23041 = Â37 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
23041 = Â38 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
23042 = Â39 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
23043 = Â40 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
23044 = Â41 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
23045 = Â42 ¢ 1 ¢ 1
2401 = Â49 ¢ ¢ 1 1
(see White [19, Section 3]). Note that m = 6, e = 4 and m1 = 1. Let u be
a generator of D, and let E(25) = exp( 2¼
p¡1
25 ). The values of the exceptional
characters at u are as follows:
Â37(u) = E(5) + E(5)2 + E(5)3 + E(5)4 = ¡1
Â38(u) = E(25) + E(25)7 + E(25)18 + E(25)24
Â39(u) = E(25)3 + E(25)4 + E(25)21 + E(25)22
Â40(u) = E(25)9 + E(25)12 + E(25)13 + E(25)16
Â41(u) = E(25)2 + E(25)11 + E(25)14 + E(25)23
Â42(u) = E(25)6 + E(25)8 + E(25)17 + E(25)19:
T (A) is
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d d d t d
Â1 Â9 Â49 Âexc Â4
1 223 2178 126
where Âexc =
P
37·j·42 Âj . The shape of T (A) is given in Theorem 4.1 (2), (a).
We ¯nd that M1 is
M1 »=
JJ JJ­­ ­­
1
223 2178
2178
126
223
1.
Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by M1 is
ÂM^1 = Â1 + Â9 + Â49 + Â37:
Example 7.3. We set G = Suz(25) and p = 5. Then we have D »= C25，
D1 »= C5 and N = N1 »= C25 o C4. The decomposition matrix of A is
A 1 124 124¤ 1023
1 = Â1 1 ¢ ¢ ¢
124 = Â2 ¢ 1 ¢ ¢
1242 = Â3 ¢ ¢ 1 ¢
10241 = Â14 1 ¢ ¢ 1
12711 = Â30 ¢ 1 1 1
12712 = Â31 ¢ 1 1 1
12713 = Â32 ¢ 1 1 1
12714 = Â33 ¢ 1 1 1
12715 = Â34 ¢ 1 1 1
12716 = Â35 ¢ 1 1 1
where 124¤ is the dual module of 124. Note that m = 6, e = 4 and m1 = 1.
Let u be a generator of D, and let E(25) = exp( 2¼
p¡1
25 ). The values of the
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exceptional characters at u are as follows:
Â30(u) = ¡fE(5) + E(5)2 + E(5)3 + E(5)4g = 1
Â31(u) = ¡fE(25) + E(25)7 + E(25)18 + E(25)24g
Â32(u) = ¡fE(25)3 + E(25)4 + E(25)21 + E(25)22g
Â33(u) = ¡fE(25)9 + E(25)12 + E(25)13 + E(25)16g
Â34(u) = ¡fE(25)2 + E(25)11 + E(25)14 + E(25)23g
Â35(u) = ¡fE(25)6 + E(25)8 + E(25)17 + E(25)19g:
T (A) is
d d t d
d
Â1 Â14 Âexc Â2
Â3
11 1023 124
124¤
where Âexc =
P
30·j·35 Âj . The shape of T (A) is given in Theorem 4.1 (2),
(b). We ¯nd that M1 is
M1 »=
1
J
J
JJ
J
J
JJ
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
124¤
124¤
124¤
124¤
124¤
124
124
124
124
124
1 .
Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by M1 is
ÂM^1 = Â1 + Â14 +
X
31·j·35
Âj :
Example 7.4. We set G = PSL2(53) and p = 3. Then we have D »= C27，
D2 »= C9, D1 »= C3, and N = N1 is isomorphic to the dihedral group whose
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order is 54. The decomposition matrix of A is
A 1 52
1 = Â1 1 ¢
521 = Â4 ¢ 1
522 = Â5 ¢ 1
523 = Â6 ¢ 1
524 = Â7 ¢ 1
525 = Â8 ¢ 1
526 = Â9 ¢ 1
527 = Â10 ¢ 1
528 = Â11 ¢ 1
529 = Â12 ¢ 1
5210 = Â13 ¢ 1
5211 = Â14 ¢ 1
5212 = Â15 ¢ 1
5213 = Â16 ¢ 1
53 = Â17 1 1
(see Fong-Srinivasan [7]). Note that m = 13, e = 2, m2 = 4 and m1 = 1. Let u
be a generator of D, and let E(27) = exp( 2¼
p¡1
27 ). The values of the exceptional
characters at u are as follows:
Â4(u) = ¡fE(3) + E(3)2g = 1 Â5(u) = ¡fE(27)11 + E(27)16g
Â6(u) = ¡fE(27)2 + E(27)25g Â7(u) = ¡fE(27)7 + E(27)20g
Â8(u) = ¡fE(27)4 + E(27)23g Â9(u) = ¡fE(27)5 + E(27)22g
Â10(u) = ¡fE(27)13 + E(27)14g Â11(u) = ¡fE(27)8 + E(27)19g
Â12(u) = ¡fE(27)10 + E(27)17g Â13(u) = ¡fE(27) + E(27)26g
Â14(u) = ¡fE(9)2 + E(9)7g Â15(u) = ¡fE(9)4 + E(9)5g
Â16(u) = ¡fE(9) + E(9)8g:
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T (A) is
d d t
Â1 Â17 Âexc
1 52
where Âexc =
P
4·j·16 Âj . The shape of T (A) is given in Theorem 4.1 (2), (b).
We ¯nd that M1 is
M1 »= 1
J
JJ
J
JJ
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
1.
Moreover, the ordinary character a®orded by M1 is
ÂM^1 = Â1 + Â17 +
X
5·j·13
Âj :
We also ¯nd that M2 is
M2 »=
1
J
JJ
J
JJ
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
1 .
The ordinary character a®orded by M2 is
ÂM^2 = Â1 + Â17 +
X
5·j·16
Âj :
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8 Relative projective covers of some simple modules
In this section, we deal with relative projective covers. In the ¯rst part of this
section, basic results will be shown, as far as they are needed in this paper.
If U and V are kG-modules and U is (isomorphic with) a direct summand of
V then we write U j V . We use the right notation for conjugation: hg = g¡1hg
and Hg = g¡1Hg.
De¯nition 8.1. Let H be a subgroup of G. A kG-module U is (relatively)
H-projective if U jW"G for some kH-module W .
A kG-short exact sequence
0 ¡! V ®¡! Q ¯¡! U ¡! 0 (3)
is called an H-projective resolution of U if
(i) Q is H-projective and
(ii) (3) is H-split, that is, there is an H-linear map ¯0 : U ! Q such that
¯ ± ¯0 = idU .
If V contains no non-zero H-projective direct summand, Q or ¯ : Q ! U
is called the H-projective cover of U and Q is denoted by PH(U). ­H(U) is
the kernel of an H-projective cover of U . We de¯ne inductively ­Hn(U) =
­H(­Hn¡1(U)).
Proposition 8.2. (1) Let 0 ! V ! Q ! U ! 0 be an H-projective
cover of a kG-module U and let 0 ! V 0 ! Q0 ! U ! 0 be an H-
projective resolution. Then there exists an H-projective module R such
that 0! V 0 ! Q0 ! U ! 0 and 0 ! V © R ! Q © R ! U ! 0 are
isomorphic sequences.
(2) Any two H-projective covers of U are isomorphic.
Proof. See [16, Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.9].
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Since relative projective covers are unique up to isomorphism, so are relative
syzygies.
Remark 8.3 (see [12, 4.Corollary]). If U is indecomposable, then ­H(U) is
indecomposable. Moreover, ­H(U) = 0 if and only if U is H-projective. If
U is indecomposable and not H-projective, then the vertices of U and ­H(U)
coincide.
All the above construction can be dualized and this allows to de¯ne relative
injective hulls IH(U) and negative relative syzygies ­H¡n(U).
Notice that Scott modules are characterized as being relative projective cov-
ers of the trivial kG-module with respect to subgroups of G. Throughout this
section, we use PH(kG) instead of Scott(G;H).
Lemma 8.4. Let U be a kG-module and let H be a subgroup of G. The following
are equivalent:
(1) U is H-projective.
(2) In any diagram of kG-homomorphisms
U
¸

¹

B '
// C // 0
if ¹ can be lifted to a kH-homomorphism from U to B, then it can be lifted
to a kG-homomorphism from U to B.
(3) If a kG-exact sequence V ! U ! 0 is H-split, then it splits.
(4) The canonical epimorphism U#H"G ! U (
P
Ht ut ­kH t 7!
P
Ht utt )
splits.
(5) U j U#H"G.
Proof. See [16, Lemma 1.1] and also [15, Chapter 4, Theorem 2.2 (1) (4) (5) (6)
(7)].
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Lemma 8.5 (see [12, 6. Remarks]). Let H1 and H2 be subgroups of G and let
U be a kG-module.
(1) If U is an H1-projective and H2-projective indecomposable module, then it
is Hg1 \H2-projective for some g 2 G.
(2) If Hg1 = H2 for some g 2 G, then PH1(U) »= PH2(U) for all U .
(3) If U is H2-projective, then PH1(U) »= PHg1\H2(U) for some g 2 G.
Proof. (1) Since U is H1-projective and H2-projective, U is a direct summand
of U#H1"G#H2"G. By the Mackey Decomposition theorem, we have
U#H1"G#H2"G »=
M
H1gH2
(U ­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"H2"G »=
M
H1gH2
(U ­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"G:
By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, each indecomposable direct summand of U#H1"G#H2"G
is a direct summand of (U ­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"G for some g 2 G.
(2) Since PH1(U) is H1-projective, PH1(U) jW"G for some kH1-moduleW .
We have (W ­kH1 g)"G »= W"G for all g 2 G (see [15, Chapter 3, Lemma
1.8]). If Hg1 = H2 for some g 2 G, W ­kH1 g is a kH2-module. Thus
PH1(U) is H2-projective. Let ¸ : PH1(U) ! U be the H1-projective cover
and ¹ : U ! PH1(U) an H1-linear section of ¸. De¯ning ¹g(u) = ¹(ug¡1)g,
¹g : U ! PH1(U) is an H2-linear section of ¸. Thus PH1(U) »= PH2(U)©Q for
some H2-projective module Q. Replacing H1 by H2 in the discussion above, we
have the assertion.
(3) First, we prove that PH1(U) is H2-projective.
Since PH1(U) is H1-projective,
PH1(U)#H2"G j PH1(U)#H1"G#H2"G »=
M
H1gH2
(PH1(U)­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"H2"G
»=
M
H1gH2
(PH1(U)­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"G:
By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, each indecomposable direct summand of PH1(U)#H2"G
is a direct summand of (PH1(U) ­kH1 g)#Hg1\H2"G for some g 2 G. Since
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(Hg1 \H2)g
¡1 · H1, each indecomposable direct summand of PH1(U)#H2"G is
H1-projective by (2) and [15, Chapter 4, Lemma 2.1 (i)]. Thus PH1(U)#H2"G
is also H1-projective. Now we prove that
0 ¡! ­H1(U)#H2"G ¡! PH1(U)#H2"G ¡! U#H2"G ¡! 0 (4)
is H1-split. Let ¸ : PH1(U) ! U be the H1-projective cover of U . Then we
should show that ¸#H2"G#H1 : PH1(U)#H2"G#H1 ! U#H2"G#H1 splits. Setting
G =
Pr
i=1H2 tiH1 and H1 =
P
j(H1 \ Hti2 )sij , G =
P
i;j H2 tisij . By the
Mackey Decomposition theorem, we have two kH1-isomorphisms
'1 : PH1(U)#H2"G#H1 !
rM
i=1
(PH1(U)­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1 and
'2 : U#H2"G#H1 !
rM
i=1
(U ­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1 :
The kH1-isomorphism '1 above is given by
'1(x­kH2 tisij) = (x­kH2 ti)­k[H1\Hti2 ] sij
for any x 2 PH1(U)#H2 and '2 is given in the same way.
Let ~¸ = '2 ± ¸#H2"G#H1 ± '¡11 . Then we have
~¸((x­kH2 ti)­H1\Hti2 sij) = '2 ± ¸#H2"
G#H1 ± '¡11 ((x­kH2 ti)­H1\Hti2 sij)
= '2 ± ¸#H2"G#H1(x­kH2 tisij)
= '2(¸(x)­kH2 tisij)
= (¸(x)­kH2 ti)­k[H1\Hti2 ] sij
for any x 2 PH1(U)#H2 .
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PH1(U)#H2"G#H1
'1 »=

¸#H2"G#H1 // U#H2"G#H1
»= '2
Lr
i=1(PH1(U)­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1
~¸ //
Lr
i=1(U ­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1
Let ¹ be an H1-linear section of ¸. We de¯ne ~¹ :
Lr
i=1(U­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1 !Lr
i=1(PH1(U)­kH2 ti)#H1\Hti2 "
H1 by
~¹((u­kH2 ti)­k[H1\Hti2 ] sij) = (¹(uti)ti
¡1 ­kH2 ti)­k[H1\Hti2 ] sij
for any u 2 U#H2 . Then ~¹ is a kH1-homomorphism and ~¸ ± ~¹ = id. Thus ~¸ is
H1-split and so is ¸#H2"G#H1 . Since we got the sequence (4) is an H1-projective
resolution, we have PH1(U#H2"G) j PH1(U)#H2"G. By the H2-projectivity of
U , PH1(U) j PH1(U#H2"G). Thus PH1(U) is H2-projective.
So, PH1(U) is [H1
g \ H2]-projective for some g 2 G by (1). Since an H1-
split epimorphism is [H1g \ H2]-split, PHg1\H2(U) j PH1(U). ­H1(U) contains
no non-zero Hg1 \H2-projective direct summand since an [H1g \H2]-projective
module is H1-projective. Thus PH1(U) »= PH1g\H2(U).
If D is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then every kG-module U is D-projective
(see [15, Chapter 4, Theorem 2.5]). Set H2 = D in Lemma 8.5 (3). Then the
H1-projective cover of U coincides with the relative projective cover with respect
to a p-subgroup of H1. Therefore we may restrict our attention to p-subgroups
of G.
Lemma 8.6 (Schanuel's lemma). Let H be a subgroup of G and let U , Q and
Q0 be kG-modules. Suppose Q and Q0 are H-projective. If ¼ : Q ! U and
¼0 : Q0 ! U are H-split epimorphisms then Q©Ker¼0 »= Q0 ©Ker¼.
Proof. See [16, Section 1].
Now we give a result about relative projective covers of simple modules
corresponding to edges which emanate from end points of T (A). We use Nota-
tion 3.1.
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Theorem 8.7. Let S be a simple A-module corresponding to an edge which
emanates from an end point of T (A). Then the assertions follow:
(1) S »= ­i(kG) for an integer i.
(2) Suppose H 6= 1 is a subgroup of D. Then
PH(S) »= IH(S) »= ­i(PH(kG))
for the above integer i.
(3) The path associated with PH(S) and IH(S) is as follows:
e e e e uS
ÂS^ Âexc
Moreover, let Â\PH(S) be the character a®orded by PH(S) and letm
¡
Â\PH(S)
¢
be the multiplicity of exceptional characters in Â\PH(S). Then
m
¡
Â\PH(S)
¢
=
8>>><>>>:
pn ¡ 1
e
¡m¡Â \PH(kG)¢ if i is an odd integer
m
¡
Â \PH(kG)
¢
if i is an even integer:
In Theorem 8.7 (1), i depends on a walk around T (A) by Green [8] start-
ing from the trivial ordinary character. The next lemma is essential to prove
Theorem 8.7.
Lemma 8.8. Let H 6= 1 be a subgroup of G and let U be a kG-module. Then
for any non-negative integer i,
(1) PH(­i(U)) »= ­i(PH(U))©Q for some projective kG-module Q:
(2) ­H(­i(U)) »= ­i(­H(U)).
Proof. (2) Since kG is projective as a kH-module, ­ commutes ­H by [16,
Lemma 1.7 and Proposition 2.6 a)].
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(1) We have the following commutative diagram:
0

0

0

0 // ­(­H(U))

// ­(PH(U))©Q

// ­(U)

// 0
0 // P(­H(U))

// P(­H(U))© P(U)

// P(U)

// 0
0 // ­H(U)

// PH(U)

// U

// 0
0 0 0
The construction of the middle column is standard and by Lemma 8.6, its kernel
is ­(PH(U)) © Q for some projective kG-module Q. The top row is H-split
by [16, Lemma 2.7] .
By (2) and Lemma 8.6, we have PH(­(U)) »= ­(PH(U))©Q. The assertion
follows inductively.
Proof of Theorem 8.7. (1) First, we recall a "walk" around T (A) by Green [8,
Theorem 2] which is related to the minimal projective resolution of OG (see
also [18, Section 3.1]). We refer to [18, Section 3.1] below.
There is a walk on T (A) starting form the trivial ordinary character 1G, i.e.,
a sequence v0 = 1G; v1; : : : ; v2e of vertices of T (A) such that vi is incident with
vi+1 for 0 · i · 2e¡ 1, with the following properties:
² Each edge traversed twice, i.e., denoting by li the edge fvi; vi+1g, then for
every edge l of T (A), there exist i and j two distinct integers, 0 · i; j · 2e¡ 1,
such that l = li = lj :
² denote by P^i a projective indecomposable OG-module with the Brauer
character li. Then, we have a minimal projective resolution ofOG, periodic
2e:
: : : ¡! P^0 ¡!\P2e¡1 ¡! : : : ¡! P^1 ¡! P^0 ¡! OG ¡! 0:
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We have v2e = v0. It follows that fl2ig0·i·e¡1 is the set of all edges of T (A).
The ordinary character of ­i(OG) is vi.
Let vi be the vertex which is an end point of T (A), the edge corresponding to
S emanate from it. Then vi(x) = lS^(x) for all p
0-elements x 2 G, where lS^ is the
Brauer character a®orded by S^. lS^ = lS by [6, IV, Lemma 2.1 (i)]. Since ­
i(OG)
is a submodule of an OG-lattice dPi¡1 and O is the principal ideal domain, ­i(O)
is O-free. By [6, IV, Lemma 2.1 (i) and (vi)], vi(x) = l­i(OG)(x) = l­i(kG) for
all p0-elements x 2 G. Thus we have lS = l­i(kG). Since S is simple, we have
S »= ­i(kG) by [15, Chapter 3, Corollary 6.3].
(2) Now we show PH(S) »= ­i(PH(kG)). By (1) and Lemma 8.8, PH(S) »=
PH(­i(kG)) »= ­i(PH(kG)) © Q for some projective kG-module Q. Let
' : ­i(PH(kG)) © Q ! S be the H-projective cover of S. Suppose Ker' ¾
­i(PH(kG)). Let ¶ : ­i(PH(kG)) ! ­i(PH(kG)) © Q be the injection and let
¼ : ­i(PH(kG))©Q! ­i(PH(kG)) be the projection. Then ¼±¶ = id­i(PH(kG)).
Set ¶0 = ¶ : ­i(PH(kG)) ! Ker'. Then ¼ jKer' ±¶0 = id­i(PH(kG)). Thus
­i(PH(kG)) j Ker' »= ­H(S). Since ­ preserves vertices, ­i(PH(kG)) is
H-projective. It is a contradiction since ­H(S) is a non H-projective in-
decomposable kG-module. Thus Ker' 6¾ ­i(PH(kG)). Since S is simple,
'0 = ' j­i(PH(kG)): ­i(PH(kG)) ! S is an epimorphism. We prove that '0
is H-split. Since Ker'0 = Ker'\­i(PH(kG)) and ' is an H-split epimorphism,
Ker'0#H = Ker'#H \ ­i(PH(kG))#H j (­i(PH(kG))#H ©Q0) \ ­i(PH(kG))#H
= ­i(PH(kG))#H ;
where Q0 is a projective kH-module. Thus '0 is H-split. So, we get Q = 0.
Let ½ : S ! IH(S) be the H-injective hull of S. Then ½¤ : IH(S)¤ ! S¤ is
an H-split epimorphism. Since kG is a self-injective algebra and ­¡1H (S) is a
non H-projective indecomposable module, IH(S)¤ »= PH(S¤). We have
PH(S¤) »= PH(­i(kG)¤) »= PH(­¡i(kG)):
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Notice that there is a non-negative integer j such that ¡i ´ j (mod 2e) since
any kG-module is periodic of period 2e. So, PH(­¡i(kG)) »= ­¡i(PH(kG))©Q
for some projective kG-module Q. By the similar discussion above, we have
PH(S¤) »= ­¡i(PH(kG)).
Thus
IH(S) »= ­¡i(PH(kG))¤ »= ­i(PH(kG)):
(3) Since PH(S) »= IH(S), S j PH(S)=rad(PH(S)) \ soc(PH(S)). Moreover,
S corresponds to an edge which emanates from an end point of T (A), the path
associated with PH(S) and IH(S) is as (3) in Theorem 8.7 by Janusz [10, Section
5] or Kupisch [13].
A kG-short exact sequence
0 ¡! ­j+1(PH(kG)) ¡! P (­j(PH(kG))) ¡! ­j(PH(kG)) ¡! 0
can be lifted to an OG-short exact sequence
0 ¡! \­j+1(PH(kG)) ¡! \P (­j(PH(kG))) ¡! \­j(PH(kG)) ¡! 0
since PH(kG) is liftable (see [8, (3.6)]). So we have
Â \P (­j(PH(kG)))
= Â \­j(PH(kG)) + Â \­j+1(PH(kG)):
The character a®orded by P(­j(PH(kG))) contains
pn ¡ 1
e
exceptional charac-
ters since the character a®orded by PH(kG) contains exceptional characters.
Thus we have the assertion inductively.
The last part of this section presents some examples of relative projective
covers of simple modules corresponding to edges which emanate from end points
of T (A). Refer to Section 7 for the decomposition matrix, the Brauer tree of
the principal block and notations of simple modules.
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Example 8.9. We set G = PSp4(7) and p = 5. Take D, D1 and A as in
Example 7.2.
PD1(126) has the following structure of composition factors:
PD1(126) »=
126
2178
126
»= ­4(PD1(kG)).
Notice that 126 »= ­4(kG).
Example 8.10. We set G = Suz(25) and p = 5. Take D, D1 and A as in
Example 7.3.
PD1(124) and PD1(124
¤) have the following structures of composition fac-
tors:
PD1(124) »=
124
124¤
1023
124
»= ­3(PD1(kG)),
PD1(124
¤) »=
124¤
1023
124
124¤
»= ­5(PD1(kG)).
Notice that 124 »= ­3(kG) and 124¤ »= ­5(kG).
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